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Easter Good Wishes

Easter is a time of great hope. We remember the sacrifice Christ made on
the cross as the ultimate sign of love and how we are all promised new life
through His resurrection.
After a long period of lockdown our school is filled again with the hope of
new life. We have classes filled with laughter and talk and we are delighted
to see all pupils back at school.
We are very proud of the way pupils have returned to school. They have
shown great hope by: engaging in their learning so well, showing care for
others by following the rules of ‘hands, face, space’ and through their kindness to each other.
We are grateful to parents and carers who have supported us as we have provided remote learning on
TEAMS, offered LFD testing and given children the confidence to return to school so enthusiastically.
It is through all of our efforts that we can keep our community safe and hopefully soon we see the rewards
of the sacrifices we have all made over the last year.

#theheadsaid
In March 2020 I began my section of the Newsletter with the following; It is wonderful to see the
winter finally behind us and the summer on its way, fingers crossed! A month later I was writing to
children who were no longer in school but were working from home!
A year later there genuinely is light at the end of the tunnel. The astonishing speed at which
the vaccine has been produced and rolled out, coupled with the test and trace programme will
hopefully return us to some semblance of normality life by the summer. We must all do our part by
keeping to the mantra of hands - face - space and following the government guidance.
The vast majority of our pupils have shown great resilience and returned to school in a mature and
joyful way; it is a real privilege to visit lessons and see the learning taking place; we have missed the
children! Year 11 pupils look great in their Leavers’ hoodies and are diligently working towards their
centre assessed grades. Our Head Girl and Head Boy along with the Junior Leadership team will be
supporting the Leadership team in ensuring the views of our pupils are heard and considered in our
decision making. Exciting times lie ahead as we become part of the NEAT academy trust.
I must finish by paying tribute to our staff. They have worked tirelessly and with great cheer to
ensure our pupils are well looked after and learning continues. The children have benefited from
their care and I thank them all from the bottom of my heart; they truly are amazing!

Mrs Gibson
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St Hild’s Special Edition Newsletter
Families – 10.03.21
Message from Roger Alston, Chair of
Board of Directors
Following the decision of our Board of
Directors last week to formally move
to the final stage of the process to
bring St Hild’s into our trust, I want to
take this opportunity to welcome all
parents/carers and their families to NEAT. We
are planning for the transfer to take place on the
target date of 1st April.
We believe that the support our schools can give
each other, as well as the services provided by
the trust’s central team, will give all of our young
people a bright future.
I’m looking forward to the time when it’s possible
to visit in person to talk to young people and their
families, as well as the staff at St Hild’s, and to
explore this future. Meanwhile, I would like to
welcome you all to NEAT and look forward to
working together to enable our young people to
succeed.

specifically for St Hild’s, which will include parent
representatives. We’ll be sharing more
information about this after Easter and
encourage you to find out more about how you
can make a difference for all young people at St
Hild’s.
In the meantime, I want to take this opportunity
to thank you on behalf of the IEB for everything
you have done to support St Hild’s over the last
few difficult weeks, and indeed months, during
the coronavirus pandemic. Whether you have
supported learning at home or you have
supported your child to attend school, you have
been the difference in making sure their
education has continued the best that it could in
these challenging times.

Message from Debi Bailey, CEO
I hope that the opportunities
over recent months to find out
more about our trust have
been helpful, although I am
sorry that we have not been
able to do this face-to-face.
I was delighted to receive
questions from pupils at St Hild’s about the trust
and what becoming part of NEAT will mean for
them. I’ve responded directly to them with a
video message.
As you know, I have chaired the school’s Interim
Executive Board (IEB) for the last year. The IEB
will be disbanded when St Hild’s joins NEAT as
the trust has its own governance structure. This
will include a Local Governing Committee
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Although it will take a few days for all pupils to
settle back into the routine of being in school
again, I’m sure – with your support and the
dedication of the fantastic staff at St Hild’s – that
they will soon feel that they’ve never been away.

Our plans for St Hild’s
As we begin to look ahead to St Hild’s joining the
trust, we’d like to share a little more information
about our plans.
On return to school after Easter, you will see
some small improvements to the school exterior
and we are excited for further changes to come
in the summer!
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We have been working alongside senior leaders
for some time now and are confident that the
curriculum is well planned to support all learners
on their return to school.

She brings a wealth of experience to the trust as
we continue to strive to provide the best possible
education to our young people.

Our recently appointed Lead for School
Improvement – Secondary, Carol Davison, will
continue to work alongside school leaders at St
Hild’s – and our other secondary school in
Newcastle upon Tyne - as we carry on the
journey of school improvement. You can read
more about Carol below.
The most exciting thing for us though is that
collaboration between St Hild’s and Benfield
School. We all know how powerful it is to work
with colleagues and opportunities to work with
and learn from each other will ensure that our
schools offer a fantastic education.

Introducing Carol Davison, School
Improvement Lead - Secondary
We would like to introduce you to Carol, who has
a key role in supporting St Hild’s and our other
secondary school.
Carol is the former headteacher of St Cuthbert’s
Catholic High School in Newcastle. Her
unshakeable drive and high expectations took St
Cuthbert’s to an “Outstanding” Ofsted judgement.
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Carol Davison, NEAT Lead for Secondary School
Improvement

Looking ahead to the future: Making A
Difference Together

We have started some exciting conversations to
plan how the trust will move forwards over the
next 3 years. Pupils, parents/carers and staff at
St Hild’s have a key role to play as you will all be
part of that future.
All of our schools will soon be engaging with
families to find out what they are doing well and
what you would like to see in the future.
We are also interested to hear what your
aspirations are for yourselves, your families and
our trust. Please look out for ways of joining in
the conversation - this is how we will make a
difference together.
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St. Hild’s community is living Lent generously
This year during the season of Lent we have decided as a school community we are not going to give
something up, but we are going to do things more generously.
The St. Hild’s community has been given the challenge to work together as a tutor group or a group of
staff to complete 40 acts of generosity.
Pupils and staff are being encouraged to help out at home, encourage one another, share jokes and
weekly theme in form, do favours for people, share uplifting songs and talk about why they are thankful.
Pupils and staff are really enjoying sharing the challenges together and talking about them during form
time.
Pupil and Staff have said;
‘I love sharing uplifting songs’
‘I am thankful for my family’
‘We are really getting into it’
‘We have lots to be thankful for’
‘I love doing the challenges’
We challenge everyone at home to join in and see how many of our acts of generosity you can complete
as a family.
Make a thank you
card for someone

Send an encouraging
message to someone

Do the washing up at
home without being
asked

Look out for someone
who is sad and try to
cheer them up

Make a cuppa for
someone at home

Help someone else
with their work

Find out about a
charity that you think
the school should
support and share it
with your form tutor

Lead the weekly
theme in tutor time
one morning

Do something that
you find challenging
today

Ask someone at
home about their day

Read a story with a
younger sibling

Make a meal for
someone at home

Follow instructions
without complaining

Give someone a
compliment

Go the whole day
without arguing

Say sorry to someone

Tidy your bedroom
without being asked

Put your phone away
whilst you spend time
with your family

Have a phone
conversation with a
grand parent

Make a book
recommendation to
your tutor group

Tell a joke to your
tutor group

Thank a friend for
something they have
done

Leave an
encouraging note on
the fridge

Put the bin out on bin
collection day

Wash someone’s car

When out on your
daily exercise, smile
at people

Tell someone you are
proud of them

Teach someone a
new skill

Send a motivational
text to someone

Tell someone at
home why you are
thankful for them

Ask someone in your
tutor group how they
are doing

Ask a teacher what
the best part of their
day was and then
share it with your
tutor group

Talk to a friend
about your favourite
memories

Write a note to
someone at home to
let them know they
are doing a good job

Create a piece of
artwork and share it
with your tutor group

Share an uplifting
song with your tutor
group

Give someone you
live with a hug

Send a letter or card
to someone
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Write 3 things you are
Do someone a favour
thankful for

“I have come that they may have life in all its fullness.” -

John 10:10

Hilda, Our School Therapy Dog
Hilda, our school therapy dog has been busy during this recent lockdown. She has
continued with her training and her work in lessons. She has worked with more classes
and pupils and is very excited about her new timetable that enables her to support more
pupils now all the children are back in school.
This is what our pupils have said about Hilda:
‘When Hilda comes into the classroom, I feel relaxed. When Hilda is in our classroom we all focus on our
work as Hilda likes it when we work hard. I love to stroke her because she is really soft and she is calm. I
love being allowed to give her treats.’ - Grace, Year 8
‘Hilda can actually be a good dog to talk to if you are ever feeling
worried or having a hard time.’ - Bobby, Year 8
‘Seeing Hilda boosts everyone’s spirits and makes us look forward
to school.’
- Shayne, Year 10
‘When Hilda comes into your lesson she grabs everyone’s
attention. She is so funny when she refuses to leave the room.’
- Maddie, Year 11
‘She is mint man, she is a good dog.’ - Llayton, Year 11
‘Hilda just brings happiness and joy to everyone.’
- Kurtis, Year 11
‘She is funny and crazy.’ - Sarah, Year 10
‘Hilda makes you feel better, she is everyone’s friend.’
- Ruby, Year 9

				

Happy Birthday Hilda
Our school therapy dog celebrated her first birthday in
school on March 10th.
Wearing her birthday bandana, she continued her duties
working with pupils in school. She even enjoyed a dogfriendly birthday cake.
Happy Birthday Hilda from all the staff and pupils who you
bring joy to everyday.

We expect to find God at work in our school
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Enrichment - Cook at Home Club
Members of our Cook at Home Club had the opportunity to make
banana muffins and ‘Christmas Crinkle Cookies’ last term.
Pictures of the bakes sent in by our chefs are fantastic and they all
look delicious.

Enrichment opportunities for all the family
Here are just a small number of ideas to either get you active, get you outdoors or to get you
‘virtually visiting’ a gallery or museum this Easter.
https://www.gethartlepoolactive.co.uk/
• Has a link to a large number of home workouts for all ages and abilities
https://www.teesvalleylocalaccessforum.co.uk/places-to-visit/hartlepool-places.html
• Has links to places to Visit in Hartlepool including enjoyable walks and cycle routes and over
150.2 hectares of Local Nature Reserves spread across 6 sites.
https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/virtual-tours
• This virtual tour will allow you to step inside the Gallery and explore one of the greatest
collections of paintings, from the comfort of your home.
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/visit/virtual-museum.html
• This virtual museum provides you with 14 ways to explore from home.
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Curriculum Areas at St. Hild’s School

English
In English, the curriculum meets the demands of the National Curriculum whilst also ensuring we meet
the specific needs of our learners. Ultimately, the aim of the department is to expose pupils to excellent
examples of language being put to effective use, and to encourage and enable pupils to utilise language
more effectively themselves. We work with other departments - notably Drama and Careers - to develop
pupils’ communication skills and their confidence.
We deliver a knowledge-rich but skills-based curriculum which prepares pupils for future study and
promotes a deep understanding and enjoyment of the three core strands: reading, writing, and speaking/
listening. Pupils undertake genre studies, with common set texts in Key Stage 3 and at Key Stage 4 we
prepare pupils for the AQA specifications for GCSE English Language and GCSE English Literature.
In both key stages the curriculum
is interleaved so pupils constantly
revisit all skills and knowledge
required to secure success.
We provide opportunities to
develop an appreciation of Spoken
Language, as this is of benefit to
all pupils, particularly those who
go on to take English Language at
Key Stage 5.

Mathematics
As a Mathematics department, we have built a cumulative curriculum that ensures that whilst new content
is being taught, there is still the opportunity for pupils to practice and develop fluency and understanding.
As a department, we have planned for blended learning and are working on making Mathematics lessons
more active.
Teams has supported us in making this transition
to a blended curriculum that is suited to online
as well as face-to-face teaching. Thanks to Teams
and the functions that it has, we are able to
cover the full curriculum despite the recent need
for our pupils to also work online.
As a department, we are continually improving
our online provision and the resources that
we use in order to deliver lessons that are as
engaging as possible.
Twitter: @StHildsMaths
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Curriculum Areas at St. Hild’s School

Science
The Science curriculum at St. Hild’s Church of England School aims to develop and inspire the next
generation of Scientists. We develop the scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through
the specific disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and
Physics.
It is about enabling our pupils to experience and
observe phenomena in the natural and synthetic
world.
The modern world demands scientific skills
necessary to enhance our lifestyles, pupils will
develop the skills through memorable and
engaging activities that will stimulate inquisitive
minds and empower the deeper thinkers.
We have used Microsoft Teams to conduct live Science lessons that include demonstrations the pupils
would normally partake in school and we have sent packs home to pupils with the equipment to conduct
simple and safe investigations. Many of the resources available to the pupils contain audio files, recorded
by the pupils’ own teachers, which explain the information and give further clarity to the learning
experience.
For more information and updates regarding the activities of the Science department follow us
on Twitter @StHildsScience.

History
As a department, our intent is to equip children with skills to enquire, think
critically and evaluate evidence, whilst growing their confidence in developing
arguments and reaching judgements. Every child in our department is
encouraged to consider the process of change through time and can reflect on
their own identity through the challenges of the present.
Our Key Stage 3 curriculum ensures that children know and understand the
history of Britain through a coherent, chronological narrative. Children learn
how Britain has influenced and been influenced by the wider world.

Mrs Morrey
Subject Lead

At GCSE, we study the interwar period as well as Germany’s history of democracy and dictatorship in
the 20th century. GCSE Historians also take a thematic approach to History with their study of Health and
Medicine in Britain covering a thousand years of history.
Remote learning has given the department opportunities to embrace new ways of teaching through Teams.
The use of quizzes in Forms has enabled us to gather valuable pupil voice about the topics we teach, in
addition to consolidating pupil learning. Embedding revision tools like Quizlet and Kahoot within teams has
allowed Year 10 and Year 11 to build a wider range of techniques to prepare them for external examinations.
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Curriculum Areas at St. Hild’s School

Creative Industries

In September, Art and Design merged with Design and Technology to form the new Creative Industries
Department. A team of dedicated staff and technicians are working hard to transform the way we deliver
our curriculum and our aim as always is to offer every pupil a world-class education. We have continued to
offer our pupils support, selecting the best online resources to ensure that through lockdown our focus is
first class teaching and learning.
Microsoft TEAMS allowed ‘live’ lessons to continue and we are delighted in seeing every pupil return to
school. We have ensured every pupil in Key Stage 3 has a personal sketchbook to continue working from
home and Key Stage 4 pupils received a substantial art pack so that their GCSE courses would not be
disrupted.
We have also organised food ingredients to go home so that pupils could continue with their GCSE in Food
Preparation. We are proud to say we have seen outstanding work in all year groups.
Looking ahead, teaching colleagues have remodelled our Key Stage 4 curriculum to include new and
stimulating courses of study for the current Year 9 - September will be an exciting time!
Lastly, on behalf of the Creative Industries team, I am so very proud of every pupil for continuing to work to
the best of their ability in testing times such as these.
Follow us on Twitter @sthildscreative

Religious Education
A high quality sequential Religious Education programme
in St. Hild’s school prepares pupils for opportunities,
responsibilities and experiences of life in modern day Britain.
Central to Religious Education in St. Hild’s Church of England
School is the study of Christianity as a living and diverse faith,
focussed on the teaching of Jesus and the Church.
St. Hild’s Religious Education also provides learning about a
range religious and worldviews, fostering a respect for others.
Pupils will develop an understanding of their own values and
beliefs and learn to disagree, respectfully.

Newsletter March 21
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Curriculum Areas at St. Hild’s School

Geography
St. Hild’s Church of England School is committed to providing our pupils with a ‘world class education’.
The Geography department are enthusiastic and determined that every child should enjoy a rich and
engaging curriculum. In the current pandemic this has taken the form of a blended curriculum, which
aims to ensure the children continue to gain high quality education every day.
In Key Stage 3, the curriculum provides pupils with a broad range of topics from
learning about Locations around the world to Natural Hazards. We use current
media and resources to enrich their understanding of the world in which they
live. The curriculum allows the pupils to build confidence with the core skills and
understanding required to access their learning successfully. This allows those who
have a desire to further their learning of the subject, to access GCSE Geography with
Mrs R. Sheikh
confidence, if they so choose.
Subject Lead
Key Stage 4 pupils can approach the exit exams with confidence knowing that if they work hard, they will
have the knowledge skills and understanding to achieve excellent outcomes. Pupils across the Key Stages
have opportunities to engage in fieldwork some at the coast and others in Newcastle. Finally, bi-annually
we have taken trips abroad; our most recent one was to Iceland, to enhance the cultural capital of our
fabulous pupils.

Performing Arts
As part of the department’s outreach and links to other subject areas Mr Coe has been
creating podcasts and dramatic readings of the novel Year 7 are studying at this time.
It is so important that our young people enjoy reading literature and by providing a
recording of the novel to our pupils many remarked how the book came alive in the
podcasts. Comments included:

Mr Coe
Subject Lead

Miss Waites: ‘So relaxing! Literally had the first one on in the
background today whilst marking.’
Mickel in Year 7: ‘The podcast’s amazing sir!’
If parents and carers would like to listen to this please get in
touch with Mr Coe and he will send you the links.

Music
BandLab is a piece of dynamic music software
which has recently been made freely available and
shared with all our pupils in their Music lessons.
It is a collaborative way for pupils to create,
develop and share musical ideas using their phone,
tablet or PC. Pupils remarked: “This is awesome”
and “You can make really cool music on this!”
10
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John 10:10

Physical Education

Curriculum Areas at St. Hild’s School

The intent of the Physical Education curriculum at St. Hild’s Church of England School is to nurture a love
for sport and promote a lifelong participation in physical activity. The role of the curriculum is to provide
opportunities for pupils to be physically active, improve their health and wellbeing and to foster the ambition
to be their best in a safe environment.
We also aim to provide character education and foster a positive attitude towards personal development in a
Christian context.
For those wanting to develop their knowledge further we offer Key Stage 4 qualifications in GCSE PE and
BTEC Sport. The table below shows how we aim to develop the ‘whole child’ in PE placing an emphasis on all
aspects that make a successful lifelong learner in our subject.

Performance
Skills/ Tactics
Gameplay
Leadership

Knowledge
Theory
Health and fitness
Wellbeing

B4L
Participation
Sportsmanship
Attitude

TEAMS allowed us to continue to support our learners through
the provision of engaging activities that are crucial to both
physical and mental wellbeing. A mixture of live lessons, set tasks, fitness videos and sign-posted homework
activities have allowed the curriculum to progress as it usually would, despite the children learning remotely.
It was crucial in enabling our School community to continue keeping both their physical and mental health in
check.
Please contact the PE Department if you require any further information or would like to discuss anything
PE related.
			Follow us on Twitter @StHildsPE

Computer Science

At St. Hild’s Church of England School we believe that our pupils should have the opportunity to follow a
Computing curriculum to develop an understanding of the technologies that surrounds them. Understanding
technology is important but we also want our pupils to be able to use these technologies effectively, safely
and responsibly. We believe that studying computing is important economically, socially and culturally.
We intend to equip children with the skills to enquire, think critically, and evaluate information from different
sources. Pupils are provided with an insight into natural and artificial systems. They are taught how digital
systems work and how to put this knowledge and understanding to use with programming. Computer
Science enables pupils to become digitally literate and to express themselves and develop
their ideas using information and communication technologies.
It is the aim of the Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 curriculum to equip pupils
with the understanding of the principles of Computer Science.
These include to:
• Analyse problems in computing terms
Mr A. Farnham
• Understand the fundamental principles and concepts of Computer Science
Computer Science
Teacher
• Understand the key components that make up digital systems and how they communicate
• Understand the impact of digital technology on the individual and society.
• Apply key algorithms and data representation and mathematical skills through practical and theoretical
work.
• Be responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technologies.
• Equip pupils with a range of transferable skills such as critical thinking, problem solving, research,
planning and evaluation skills.

We expect to find God at work in our school
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Curriculum Areas at St. Hild’s School

Health and Social Care
The intention of the BTEC Health and Social Care department is to ensure that each pupil has the
opportunity to understand the wide range of opportunities within the field, as well as preparing pupils for
future employment.
The Health and Social Care course (BTEC Tech Award Level 1/2) is a vocational
qualification which takes an engaging, practical and inspiring approach to learning
and assessment. The course equips pupils with a sound, specialist and realistic
understanding of how to meet the needs of individuals using services and specialist
equipment, whilst challenging stereotypes and discrimination. The study of care
values is at the heart of Health and Social Care which develops skills such as empathy,
compassion, commitment, tolerance and empowerment. This enables our pupils to
Mr D. Richardson
become educated citizens and contribute to society in a positive way.
Subject Lead
The curriculum within Health and Social Care supports the ethos within the school as the subject is broad,
balanced and relevant to the needs of pupils and employers. The curriculum challenges pupils to think
abstractly, work collaboratively and problem solve to develop curiosity and the desire for knowledge. The
course is designed so that the units build upon each other as the pupils grow in confidence. This allows
the pupils to embed their knowledge whilst giving opportunities to put into practice what they learn. This
ensures they develop their technical skills, which they can apply to real-life scenarios through case studies
and local community contexts.
We use a variety of teaching strategies, as well as utilising the online curriculum, online text book and
platforms such as Microsoft Teams to support learning. The range of techniques allow for knowledge
to become embedded within the long-term memory. Assessments are regular and frequent with recall
tests at the beginning of lessons, end of topic tests and mock examinations to prepare pupils for formal
assessment.
The BTEC Health and Social Care curriculum has a positive impact on the outcomes of every pupil. It raises
awareness of different needs and the range of services available. It promotes good health which will
provide life-long benefits for themselves and their families. It has a high success rate in terms of academic
results and destinations of pupils with a consistently high number of pupils exceeding expectations. Finally,
pupils express their enjoyment within the subject and consistently engage and participate in all activities
given.
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Curriculum Areas at St. Hild’s School

Modern Foreign Languages

In the MFL Department we aim to prepare pupils to become global citizens and compete for jobs in the
international marketplace by inspiring a lifelong love of languages and developing independent language
learning skills, through an emphasis on linguistic manipulation, grammar and authentic materials.
The Key Stage 3 Modern Foreign Languages curriculum for Years 7-9 is
designed to build upon prior knowledge of vocabulary and key phrases
acquired in Key Stage 2. Pupils reinforce their knowledge of a core of
frequently used language and structures through further practice within a
range of cross-curricular topics chosen to engage and enthuse children of
this age.
The aim of the curriculum is to develop a core of grammatical knowledge in Spanish. Pupils will also develop
transferable language skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing. It is our aim to support and challenge
pupils of all abilities, using differentiated activities, resources and success criteria. We ensure that our
curriculum provides a solid basis for transition to the skills required at GCSE level.
The GCSE course aims to extend the pupils’ language skills through listening, reading, speaking and writing.
By studying a language pupils develop communication and memory skills as well as improving logical thinking
skills.
TEAMS has enabled the MFL Department to employ motivating eLearning tools such as
Nearpod, Showbie and Whiteboard.fi to enthuse and encourage pupils in their studying
of Spanish; such resources, as well as the sharing of Spanish playlists, have proved
immensely popular!

Travel and Tourism
Travel and Tourism education within St. Hild’s Church of England School aims to equip pupils with the

knowledge and skills to be successful global citizens. Our curriculum is not about pupils leaving with a
long list of facts about the world; we want our pupils to appreciate the ever-evolving nature of Travel
and Tourism as a subject relevant to our local area, the wider national context and globally. Pupils learn
about places that are outside of their own experience, they develop their understanding of the world’s
diversity of environments, peoples, cultures and economies. In addition to pupils develop a global
‘open mindness’ so that they can challenge stereotypes and understand the fluidity of key ideas and
concepts. In their lessons, pupils view the world objectively and go beyond their everyday experience.
The department has opted to follow the Pearson (Edexcel) BTEC First in Travel and Tourism,
which we firmly believe meets the needs of our pupils, providing them with a broad and
balanced curriculum taking into account of the rapidly changing world. It is delivered
through topics, in one 120-minute lessons per week, using a range of traditional learning
activities and more modern approaches that take into account the needs of our learners.
There are regular low-stakes assessments throughout the delivery of the course, but
there are more formal assessments that mirror the whole-school assessment calendar.

Mr D. Richardson
Subject Lead

In addition to lessons, pupils have several opportunities to develop their understanding outside the classroom.
Fieldwork and visits to promote knowledge and understanding by bridging the divide between the classroom
and the real world. Pupils have the opportunity to visit places such as the Metro Centre and the Angel of The
North, with many local and national destinations being developed as the course evolves.

We expect to find God at work in our school
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St. Hild’s Church of England School has been working towards Artsmark.
This award acknowledges the creative and inclusive curriculum.
Despite lockdowns staff and pupils have been in involved in a range of activities in school
and at home that celebrate the Arts and promote the value of rich and exciting learning
and making.

Numeracy - the Pupils have become the Teachers
Thomas and Christopher in 7L achieved ‘Student Teacher’ status in the week leading up to half
term. Planning, collaborating and delivering a lesson on increasing and decreasing percentages,
they have done themselves proud.
The starter – based off 5 retrieval style questions.
• Task 1 – Included “I Do, We Do, You Do” modelling to support their fellow pupils.
• Task 2 – RAG (Red, Amber, Green) style questions
Thomas and Christopher followed their normal
maths lessons sequencing, including different
types and styles of questioning. So not only have
they been learning maths in the maths classroom,
but how to teach and impact others learning. For
instance, the differentiation included, using RAG,
means all pupils were able to be stretched.

As a teacher it is so wonderful to see the
amount of work and effort that was put into
this lesson. This experience shows one of the
positive impacts of online learning.
And who knows? Maybe one day Thomas and Christopher will be teaching classes of their own!
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Testing for Covid-19 in School and at Home
Thank you to our school staff who have made up our LFD testing team. This fantastic effort has supported
the safe return to school for all our pupils and staff.
LFD testing is to identify anyone who may have Covid-19 and not have any symptoms, and so is an important
part of stopping the spread of the virus.

Pupils and staff who have consented to be part of the LFD testing have taken 3 tests in school since school
fully re-opened on March 8th.
Now individuals are confident to do the testing themselves, pupils and staff will be provided with home
testing kits, these are called Rapid Lateral Flow Tests (RLF).
When the test is done at home you will be able to see if the test is positive or negative within a short period
of time. You should report the results to the NHS https://www.gov.uk/report-covid19-result
(Use your link from school to let us know the result)
If you did a rapid lateral flow test at home and the result was positive:
•
•
•

you and anyone you live with should self-isolate immediately
report your rapid lateral flow test result on GOV.UK as soon as possible
get a PCR test to confirm your result – follow any instructions you’re given or get a test to check if
you have coronavirus on GOV.UK
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Staff Wellbeing
Mr King takes the crown!
The first ever St. Hild’s Annual Potato Carving
Competition was held in February. The aim of
this project was to get staff thinking about something other than work and spend a
little time getting creative. The vegetable-based creations sculpted by staff ranged
from potato cabins to animals.
Sixteen entries were competing for the Golden Potato! From the moment voting
began there was a clear leader – Mr King’s Gnarly Old Sweet Potato Wizard. Taking
second place was Mr Crannage with ‘Spud the Punk’.
There were four contenders for runner up with Miss
Murray’s ‘Spuddles the Duck’ and Miss Kincaid’s ‘The
Spud, the Bad and the Ugly’ taking joint third.

Hug in a Mug
All staff were treated to a ‘Hug in a Mug’ to enjoy over
February half term. Each goodie bag contained the
following.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sanitiser to keep you safe
Hearts because you are loved
Mints because you are mint
Biscuits to dunk for fun
A prayer to help you sleep
A warm drink for a ‘Hug in a Mug’.

Thank a
Teacher

We wanted staff to have a restful half term and know that
God is with them, so we shared a prayer to promote a
peaceful sleep.

If you have a teacher you would like to thank,
Pearson run a free virtual praise
scheme for school staff.
You will need to know their email address.

‘Oh Heavenly Father, as I lay my head down to sleep,
If you would like to send a free thank you card,
I ask for your comfort and strength. Ease my mind.
please log on to
Help me to let everything go and leave it all in your hands. https://thankateacher.co.uk/thank-a-teacher/
Give me peace that I may sleep without tossing
thank-a-teacher-form/
and turning.’
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Pancakes for Shrove Tuesday
The Senior Leadership Team made pancakes for the staff and pupils
that were in school on Friday 12th February. This was to mark Shrove
Tuesday, which this year fell in the half-term holiday. Leaders took
orders and made pancakes for over 100 staff and pupils.
Pupils especially enjoyed Mrs Gibson’s golden syrup topping and
Mr Oren’s American Blue Berry Pancakes.
Head of RE Miss Murray took the opportunity to remind our school
community of the upcoming Lenten Celebrations and preparations
that we have in place for Easter.

Our Inclusion lead Miss Hornsby made sure all pupils had their orders and also provided some with
second helpings. She also made sure our Year 7 pupils took home the ingredients and recipe to
make pancakes on Tuesday 16th, as is traditional to start Lent on Ash Wednesday.
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7L Talk to Yeoman ‘Spike’ Abbott about life in the Tower of London!
This term in History, Year 7 have been studying Medieval England. The Tower of London features
quite a lot in this unit so we invited Yeoman ‘Spike’ Abbott to join our lesson. Spike became a
Yeoman, also known as Beefeater, 6 years ago after a long and successful career in the Royal Air
Force. When he is not on Royal duties, Spike spends his days showing tourists and visitors around
the Tower but due to Covid the historical palace is currently
closed to the public, which meant he was able to join our lesson
via TEAMs and tell us all about life in the Tower.
We asked Spike about the story of the two missing princes
that we have been studying and he was able to tell us about
where they were kept in the ‘Bloody Tower’, the story of how
the bodies were found 150 years later in a chest and how the
bodies are now at rest in the Chapel that sits within the tower
walls.
Some of 7L were keen to learn about Spikes uniform and he
explained about the significance of the items and how the
gold thread is actually real gold! The legend of the Ravens was
discussed as well as tales of intruders and attempted robberies.
Spike very kindly shared his experience of living within the
tower walls and explained the sense of community that
families felt. The Beefeaters and their families get to live within
this magical place that is steeped with history and due to
the level of security needed to protect Her Majesty’s Crown
Jewels they have all the facilities they need within the walls; at
midnight they are locked in!
As it was International
Women’s Day we asked
Spike about opportunities
for females to become
Beefeaters and we were
told of two currently
serving at the Tower,
which has never
happened before.
We were all fascinated by Spike’s knowledge and his ability to
embrace us in to the tales and it felt like we had been on a trip
to the Tower.
We are grateful for the opportunity to speak with him and
wish him well for the future.
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Yo! Lola
Lola has been cooking with her parents since she was 2 years old. Her aspiration is to be a chef and
she quite fancies moving to Japan where she can get to enjoy her favourite foods.
Lola makes her own packed lunches every day, but she
doesn’t just bring in the standard sandwiches and banana!
Lola always has something a bit different and Year Leader,
Mrs Sotheran says that she ‘can’t wait every day to find
out what Lola has in her lunch box’.
Last half term, Lola had made sushi from scratch using
rice, seaweed and smoked haddock.
As you can see from the pictures she brought in her own
chopsticks and tub of soy sauce to ensure an authentic
experience. For dessert, Lola enjoyed a homemade Eton
Mess. At a time when we are all missing our favourite
restaurants Lola is bringing a ray of sunshine into our
school dining room with her gourmet cuisine.
We are all very keen to know when Lola will be getting her first Michelin star and opening her own
restaurant.

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award
As part of the enrichment activities offered at St. Hild’s Church of England School, we also
have a small group of pupils who are completing their Duke of Edinburgh’s Award. This
award is a nationally recognised award, with HRH Prince Phillip as the patron. It consists of
four different sections that pupils completed activities of their choice over a sustained length
of time.
For the Bronze award, the pupils need to complete their activities over a period of 3 months,
but this can be spaced out across a year or two. The four section are:
		Physical,

Skill,

		

Volunteering, 		

Expedition.

The expedition section is normally residential however due to the government restrictions this has been
amended and so these sections can all be completed during lockdown restrictions.
We offer the opportunity to take part in this award to our Year 9 and Year 10 pupils. This is an excellent
opportunity to have the activities that pupils may be doing anyway recognised. On completion of the award
the pupils will receive a certificate and a badge.
If you would like to take part in the award, please visit www.DofE.org for further information or contact
Mrs Stainthorpe at St. Hild’s Church of England School.
Follow us on Twitter

@StHildsDofE
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Struggling with learning from home or with homework?
Below are some tips and strategies to help with your online learning.

Home learning tips

Pupil Leadership
We are delighted that Dani and Luke will be Head Girl and Head Boy this year.

They will be supported by Riley, Katie and Jack.

Together they are St. Hild’s Junior Leadership Team (JLT) and will be active in working with senior teaching
staff to continue to improve opportunities and activities for pupils at St. Hild’s.
Congratulations on your appointments.

Year 11 earn their Hoodies

Year11 Leavers’ Hoodies

Year 11 pupils have returned to
school keen to do well and they
are all focused on their futures.
It is a longstanding tradition
that pupils wear their hoodies
to mark this special time in
their last months at school
and this privilege is being
enjoyed by our Year 11 pupils.
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Year11 Intervention
In order to support Year 11 pupils a�er the recent lockdown, we are going to con�nue to oﬀer Year 11
a�er school interven�on sessions. It is very important that pupils engage with these addi�onal
opportuni�es to master their learning and develop subject knowledge in readiness for their next steps in
higher educa�on.
Some pupils will be iden�ed for support in school and this cohort will be advised what sessions to a�end
to help them in specic and targeted ways.
The �metable below shows what interven�on is available. A�er school interven�on will run from 3.45‐
4.45pm.
All Year 11 pupils will con�nue to have focused work to do on TEAMS and can work independently at
home to complete this learning.
Microso� Teams is free and accessible on laptops and on mobile devices. Pupils use their school login and
password to access this work. If your child has any problems with accessing online work please contact
the school and we will be happy to assist. Tel: 01429 273041
All revision and interven�on, in school or on TEAMS will be monitored and the progress your child makes
will be tracked.

Week 1

CORE WEEK
12 April, 26 April, 10th May, 24th May…
th

th

Maths/RE

Monday
3.45‐4.45
Tuesday

Maths/English TuiƟon
Science

Wednesday
3.45‐4.45
Thursday
3.45‐4.45
Friday

English

Week 2

OPTIONS WEEK
19 April, 3 May, 17th May, 31st May…
th

Monday
3.45‐4.45
OPTION A SUBJECT
Tuesday
Wednesday
3.45‐4.45
OPTION B SUBJECT
Thursday
3.45‐4.45
OPTION C SUBJECT
Friday

PE

rd

Health and
Social Care

Further
Maths

History

Food Prep
and
NutriƟon

Maths/English TuiƟon
Design and Engineering
Technology

French

Geography

Travel and
Tourism

Health and
Social Care

Music

Spanish

Drama

Art and
Design

Computer
Science

History
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Year 9 - Options
Year 9 have been considering their option choices since November 2020. This is an important
process for pupils as it is the first step they take in shaping their curriculum.
Alternative Curriculum Day in March provided the opportunity for taster sessions in subjects
which pupils don’t do at Key Stage 3. This includes Travel and Tourism and Health and Social
Care.
Staff have prepared a detailed options booklet and made videos for each course offered at
Key Stage 4.
The Options booklet and video are available on the website March 25th.

The options timeline is as follows:
• Options form released - week beginning 12th April
• Options form hand in deadline - Friday 23rd April
• Final options choices released to pupils - Friday 28th May
Any questions can be directed to
Mrs Ellison or Mr Oren.
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North Hartlepool Family of Schools Update features.. .
ST. BEGA’S CATHOLIC PRIMARY SCHOOL

Here are some of the things that have been happening at St. Bega’s
Catholic Primary School recently.

World Book Day
At St. Bega’s we had the theme ‘bedtime stories’ as we marked World Book Day 2021; staff and children,
both in school and at home, wore their pyjamas for the day. Children had the opportunity via Seesaw to
listen to staff read them their favourite stories throughout the day.
Both children at home and in school enjoyed a range of activities. Some of the favourites were Name That
Story Quiz, illustrating a new front cover for their favourite book and creating a new book based on Tom
Fletcher’s “There is a dragon in my book.”
The children at school also enjoyed listening to a story while enjoying a delicious hot chocolate with cream
and marshmallows.

Science Week
Our whole school enjoyed taking part in activities for British Science Week. Classes enjoyed experiments
such as chromatography with sweets, making crystals and static electricity tests. Everyone is looking
forward to finding out the winners of our whole school poster competition which will be announced live.

Holy Family Youth Lent Live
Some of our Year 5 children took part in the Holy Family Youth Lent Live Liturgies with Ric Slatter, our Youth
Minister. The children read and led prayers as well as dramatising the Station of the Cross depicting Jesus
falling for the second time. The children were absolutely brilliant and were very proud of themselves.
The rest of Year 5 watched the liturgy live in the classroom and were extremely proud of their classmates, so
much so they gave them a standing ovation when they returned to class!
The event was also watched by children in the other Catholic primary schools across the town. The liturgies
are available to watch on YouTube.

Newsletter March 21
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North Hartlepool Family of Schools Update features..
West View Primary School
West View Primary School is a larger-than-average-sized primary school, situated on Davison Drive in
Hartlepool. We are part of the Ad Astra Multi-Academy Trust - Ad Astra is a Latin phrase which means ‘to the
stars.’ This name was chosen as it encompasses all that the Trust believes; any child or adult working within
Ad Astra can be whatever they want to be with our support and direction.
As a school, we are working towards achieving the Leading Parent Partnership Award.
This award provides a framework to support school in engaging more effectively with our parents, carers
and wider community. So far we have:
1. Sent out questionnaires to be completed. We analysed the responses and produced a summary
document which can be found on our website.
2. Reviewed and updated the following key policies: attendance, behaviour, SEND and anti-bullying. These
can be found on our school website and a paper copy of these can be found in the main entrance area
of school. We have also developed a parent partnership policy and a policy for transition. All policies
have been approved by our Governors.
3. Held parental consultation meetings via phone in light of Covid-19 restrictions. There was a 92.4% rate
of engagement (this includes 100% of our Year 1 parents and carers)!
4. Further developed our online learning platforms - Early Years Foundation Stage use Tapestry and now
both Key Stage 1 and Key Stage 2 use Seesaw.
5. Early Years Foundation Stage have set up dedicated Facebook groups where they post messages videos
and where parents/carers can post photos and videos too! There is a good level of engagement within
these groups.
We are always open to further ideas and suggestions on how we can improve so if you would like to be
involved in our parent partnership work, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us!
Twitter: @WestViewPrimary
Facebook: West View Primary School
Website: www.wvps.hartlepool.sch.uk
Phone: 01429 267466
Email: admin@wvps.hartlepool.sch.uk
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Literacy Update

‘Shelfie’ Competition

Team Communications have produced a ‘Shelfie’ Competition to coincide with
World Book Day. Members of staff at St. Hild’s Church of England School have taken
photographs of their bookcases/bookshelves at home.
These have been collated for pupils to work together in their tutor groups to decide
which bookcase belongs to which member of staff. The winning tutor group in each year
will receive a prize.

Suffix
Competition
This term Key Stage 3 tutor groups have been taking part in a suffix competition. Pupils
have been extremely competitive with the scores getting higher every week.
One tutor said ‘I’m genuinely excited. The pupils went mad for it last week.’
Thank you to all the tutors who have taken part so far. It is great to see the pupils and
teachers engaging in the competition.
This term we will be announcing the winners of the Suffix Challenge. Alongside those
with the most words, we will also be providing a prize to the form who has improved the
most.

Next term, we will be completing a synonym challenge.
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Literacy Update
Creative Writing Competition
Pupil well-being is a high priority at our school. Writing creatively has been
proven to improve mental health in young people. With that in mind, the English
department are hosting a poetry writing competition based on the pandemic and
the impact it has had on our lives.
Pupils will complete one of three challenges and the
most impressive entries
win a prize.

Look out for the winning poem in
the next newsletter!

Virtual Library
Pupils at St. Hild’s Church of England School have been accessing a fantastic free library as
part of their online learning. Oak Academy and The National Literacy Trust have collaborated
to create a Virtual School Library with a new author featured each week. Authors include
Jacqueline Wilson and Nizrana Farook. Having access to a school library is vital for our
children.
The featured author this week is Katherine Rundell.

School libraries nurture a love of reading that can enrich children’s literacy skills,
academic achievements and mental wellbeing. The Oak Academy Virtual School Library
will complement existing school libraries and will ensure that children have access to the
magical world of stories all year round, whether they are learning at school or at home.
Please use the following address for access:
https://library.thenational.academy/

We expect to find God at work in our school
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Numeracy Update
Seems like February has flashed by. The Maths department have been so pleased with our young
Mathematicians and the progress they have made despite the challenges they have faced in Lockdown.
The IDL online program continues to flourish. We have loved the new names on the leader board each
week corresponding to the number of Numeracy lessons completed.
Special mention to Lily, Leon, Alisha, Stephen and Rylee. Your hard work has not gone unnoticed and Mrs
Wilson has been organising prizes. Well done and keep it up.
Alongside online live lessons and Teams assignments many pupils at St. Hild’s have still prioritised their
independent learning in Mathematics. We are so proud of them for their efforts. Notable pupils in February
have been Bella and Tom (Year 7) both completing over 200 hundred assignment questions, Indie (Year 8)
with over 250 completed, Enya (Year 9) 150 questions, Hollie, Anna (Year 10) and finally Alisha, Heather
(Year 11) all with over 200 GCSE questions answered.
Once again a triumphant effort, we are looking forward to seeing the skills and independence pupils have
gained being reflected in the classroom.
In other exciting news a select group of pupils at St. Hild’s has been put forward by Miss Bingham to enter

into the Newcastle University Maths Challenge. Pupils have been working hard over the last few weeks to
perfect their solutions, some of the work is phenomenal.
Shout out to the following who have submitted some great entries whilst still keeping up with their
everyday Maths assignments

			Anna		

Kay		

Ella 		

Shelley

Daisy		

			

Alexander

Charlie		

Lily		

Jessica		

Freya

			

Bethany

Eleanor

Grace 		

Tommy		

Thomas

			

Emily		

Anastasia

Christopher

Aiden 		

Ashleigh

I do not envy Miss Bingham who has to pick the best entries.
Look out in the next newsletter where in house winners will be announced.
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Physical Education Update
We have partnered with the Youth Sports Trust to participate in their latest digital
project aimed at tackling inactivity among youngsters. As part of the project we
acquired 18 iPads which are being used to support the learning of our children
through physical activity.
The project began in January 2021 and the children have already found some creative ways to put the
technology to best use.

Lockdown Calorie Burning Challenge
Staff kept themselves active during the lockdown period participating in a calorie
burning challenge set by Mr Richards. Staff were set the challenge of burning 4000
calories in 22 days but only calories burnt through exercise were allowed to be
registered.
Some remarkable performances have seen the 17 strong team of staff burn over
100,000 calories (or 390 Big Macs!!) but special mention must go to Miss Bingham
burning nearly 16,000 calories on her own.
Well done to everyone who participated and set a positive example to our children.

Back in school again - 		
Active in school again!
Pupils have returned to PE safely and it
has been wonderful to see them enjoy
being active again. We are hopeful that the
Summer term brings some further good
news so that we can open up our extracurricular programme and invite the children
to come and spend some additional time in
the department.
We will continue to monitor government
guidance and updates from National
Governing Bodies to ensure that the children
are provided with the most updated sports
provision available. In the meantime we ask
that they continue to attend school in their
PE kit on designated days and continue to
give their best effort in lessons.

Call our
FREE Phone line

0808 196 8297
to report an absence
from school
before 8.45a.m.

You can also report an absence via email or text.
Email : attendance@st-hilds.hartlepool.sch.uk
Text : 07719558765

We expect to find God at work in our school
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Careers Update

The Big, Big Project

We are thrilled to announce that our 2 Year 10 teams; Planet Protectors and Environment Protectors have
successfully made it to Round 2 of the Big, Big Project competition based on the 5 Earthshots launched by
Prince William and David Attenborough.
All pupils worked extremely hard in their own time to ensure their presentations wowed the judges.
Feedback included:
Team 1:
		

Research elements were very good and had certainly done some background research.
The group really considered the wider picture of the issue in our oceans.

Team 2:
		

Visually attractive slides which helped with our learning!
Calm measured voice placing emphasis on key facts.
Fingers crossed for Round 2.

College Applications

Most of our Year 11 pupils have now applied for college. If you have been offered a place
please ensure you accept it. For those few who still haven’t applied; do so immediately.
Any issues or concerns please contact Mrs Sangster for support.

National Careers Week
Due to COVID restrictions with pupils not being in school
and to welcome visitors from the world of work into the
building, NCW 2021 has been online.
Staff shared video insights to various careers which linked with curriculum areas; from apprentices in
construction to listening to live radiographers working for the NHS and how to become a video director.
These were shared with pupils highlighting links between subjects and careers. Pupils were also able to
access the Virtual Careers Fayre offered by National Careers Week which showcased different jobs in various
industries.

UniConnect
St. Hild’s pupils are being encouraged to spend time online investigating future careers and study options.
What better way to start than hearing how those at the top of their field got there?
Speakers for Schools is a non-for-profit organisation, which provides top-level speakers for schools.
During lockdown, they have been offering live and pre-recorded talks on sports, acting, politics and
business.
See what they have to offer here: https://www.speakersforschools.org/inspiration/vtalks/vtalks-videolibrary/
Pupils interested in a career in STEM subjects can also visit: https://stem.exhibition.app/ to experience a
virtual introduction to a range of jobs.
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Help and Support in Hartlepool
Hartlepool Foodbank | Helping Local
People in Crisis
The Trussell Trust runs the largest network of food banks
in the UK, giving emergency food and support to people in
crisis. Fourteen million people live below the poverty line
and in the last year 1,9 million three-day emergency food
supplies were distributed to people in crisis.

https://hartlepool.foodbank.org.uk/

Help and Support
in Hartlepool
Follow the links

For Families - Healthy Relationships
Partnership Hartlepool
We are working to make sure parents who are going
through difficult times in their relationships know
they are not alone and that there is help available.
We aim to get people talking about the ups and
downs of relationships that we all experience and
help them to get the support they may need.

http://hrphartlepool.co.uk/our-legacy/
support-for-families/

Hartlepool | Parent Support
Child and Adult Services Department: Child and Adult
Services Department, Hartlepool Borough Council,
Civic Centre, Victoria Road, Hartlepool, TS24 8AY.
Phone Number: 01429 266522
Email: fcsh@hartlepool.gov.uk
The Children’s Hub: If you wish to contact The
Children’s Hub: Phone Number: 01429 284284
Email: childrenshub@hartlepool.gov.uk

https://hartlepool.fsd.org.uk/kb5/hartlepool/fsd/advice.page?id=gvGRqYZIom0
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Criminal exploitation: A guide for parents and carers
Criminal exploitation is when individuals or gangs target children and force them to carry out
criminal activity. Exploiters may force young people to deal drugs, steal, commit violent or sexual
acts and traffic them.
Children who are being criminally exploited will usually be subject to physical violence and threats
– but exploiters are smart: they’ll spend months or years grooming their victims, and parents/carers
often aren’t even aware it’s happening.
If you think your child is being exploited it’s important to know that you are not alone and not to
blame. You should:
• Report your concerns to Children’s Social Care or the NSPCC’s helpline on 0808 800 5000.
• A social worker can help you take steps to protect your child. They will make an assessment
based on concern your child is at risk of harm from outside of the family.
• You can also report your concerns to the police using their non-emergency number. If you feel
your child is in immediate danger then call the police on 999.
Don’t be worried about contacting the police –
you are trying to protect your child.
If you would like more support, go to other professionals who can
help: St. Hild’s Church of England School, your GP police or a youth
worker.
• If your child isn’t where they are supposed to be, report them missing straight away on 101.
You do not have to wait 24 hours.
• If your child is picked up in a car, or has train or bus tickets, keep a record of this information to
give to the police or social worker
• There may be other evidence that your child is being exploited, such as interactions on social
media, unexplained money or phones, clothing or gifts, change in behaviour; where possible try
to keep a record of this.
If you’re able to speak to your child then let them know they aren’t in trouble – and that you’re
worried about them. Remember that there may be threats made against you or your family by the
people exploiting your child. Your child may believe that they are protecting you. Let your child
know that you know about this risk and that it is not their responsibility to protect you.
If they don’t want to talk to you, let them know that they can always call ChildLine on 0800 1111 or
Get Connected on 0808 808 4994 (text 80849) or use Tootoot.
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Safeguarding Accreditation
We are pleased to share with you that St. Hild’s
Church of England School has received a National
Online Safety Certified School Accreditation for its
whole school community approach to protecting
children in the online world. The School has
successfully completed a comprehensive online
safety training programme demonstrating its
commitment to keeping children and young people
safe online.
James Southworth, co-founder at National Online
Safety, said: “Congratulations to everyone at St.
Hild’s Church of England School on becoming
a National Online Safety Certified School. By
completing our training programme, the school has
shown its strong commitment to implementing an
effective whole school approach to online safety.”
“It can be increasingly difficult for schools and parents to stay ahead of online threats and ensure
both children and staff are safeguarded from potentially harmful and inappropriate online material.
We arm schools with the knowledge they need to understand online dangers and how best to react
to any problems.”

